
Welcome to the Level 3 Applied General
Diploma in Art and Design.

These tasks are to give a flavour of some of
the work we will explore.

Have a go, do what you can, think outside of
the box.

If you can share your work on our Instagram
@cdagcfe

Bring your outcomes with you in September
to introduce yourselves as new creatives!



TASK: OBSERVE- DOCUMENT-COLLECT-INTERPRET

Sophie Calle - The Hotel

INSPIRATION:
We all have interesting objects, artwork, decorations, spaces and
collections where we live.

You will be using your environment to observe what you have on display in
your homes.

RESEARCH
Start by looking at all the artists provided below.

Spend some time researching them in more depth. Pick out some of your
favourite images from the Artists which inspire you.

Joachim Schmid ACT UP Art Box Lorena Lohr

James Rosenquist,  f111

http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/hotel/
https://www.lensculture.com/articles/joachim-schmid-celebrating-photographic-garbage
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/486625
http://www.lorenalohr.com/
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79805


Think about these questions:

● What is about the work that got your attention?
● What is the work about?
● Can you describe it using the Formal Elements?
● How will the research you have done help you to create

experiments based on the weekly challenge?

Now create a collage physical or digital of the images which inspired you.

EXPERIMENTATION

Have a look around you. Start to create some photographs which explore
different things within your home. This might be colours, corners,
paintings, curtains, object collections, utilitarian objects even animals! Play
with collecting different types of images. Think about how you put your
images together.

REFLECT AND EVALUATE

Have a look at your experiments and visual findings. What went well, what
did not go well? Can you now decide which ones you would like to carry
forward as final outcomes?

CREATE

Now think about finalising your images and how you will present them.
This could be one photograph, a collage, a triptych. You might even choose
to make an animation or create illustrations or drawings from your
photos! You are the creative you make the final decision!

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/utilitarian

